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spent the day pushing every crawl-
way and squeeze they could, trying 
to connect to Fuera de lugar. Saj and 
Colin started at the eastern Fuera 
de lugar entrance our teams were 
using and pushed the survey east to 
seek a connection with Sac Mul and 
then went west to try and tie in with 
Gil, Charley, and me, who were still 
surveying toward the Shimmy tree, 
but the side passages kept going, 
and we did not connect. Our team 
picked up 411 meters including the 
white Floor room and the Pearl 
necklace Corridor. the passages 
were beautiful.

At dinner, Charley broke a tooth. 
Back at CeA we entered data and 
discovered that Saj’s survey in lugar 
and ryan’s survey in Sac Mul were 
only 5 meters apart. An enthusiastic 
discussion followed about how to 
connect. Beer was involved. Sistema 
Fuera de lugar was now over 2600 
meters long.

On november 22, Gil, liliana, 
and linda, a río Secreto tour 

guide, joined the eight non-locals. 
A lot happened that day.

Fuera de lugar had two teams 
to try to complete the survey. Saj 
found Maya steps that led down to 
a permanent lake near an entrance. 
Charley found another lake beyond 
a crawlway. it had calcite ice over 
75 percent of the surface, a six-inch 
surface fish swimming in it, and 

three leads left going on the other 
side. My team got 203 meters. Saj 
and Colin finished the survey to 
Maya Steps lake, and we headed 
out with them.

Peter and liliana completed three 
short digs and connected Cueva 
Picadura de Hormiga into Fuera de 
lugar, making it just over 4 kilome-
ters. Gil, ryan, and linda mapped 
in Sistema Pulpo (Octopus Cave) in 
the morning and in the afternoon 
went into not Duke’s Cave, which 
turned out to be yet another entrance 
to Sac Mul. linda wandered off by 
herself, and it took quite awhile to 
relocate her.

Katie continued the survey in the 
Sac Mul column maze—four days 
there and three teams had made full 
360-degree circles back to where they 
started by mistake. Great fun.

Matt had a foothold come out and 
fell 2 meters. He was okay but had a 
good-size bar code on his side. ryan 
had a rash starting on his side. the 
chechén tree was suspected. After din-
ner, Charley went to a local dentist, 
who repaired his tooth for $60. the 
rest of the team went to a nearby 
watering hole to wait. then back to 
the dorm to log data. the teams had 
mapped over 4 kilometers so far.

On our fifth caving day, Gustavo 
vela and roberto “Chibebo” 

rojo came in from Mexico City. 
Gustavo has been surveying río 
Secreto, which is now over 14 kilo-
meters long and the longest dry cave 
in the state of Quintana roo.

Colin had led an expedition six 
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liliana viola in Cueva Picadura de 
Hormiga, now part of Sistema Sac 

Mul. Peter Sprouse.


